Dear Grade 3 Parents, Carers and Students,

I hope you have a great holiday and are looking forward to starting in Grade 3. It would be very helpful if everyone could name all their items and other stationery bits and pieces in the following way:

Exercise Books (11mm ruled):
1. Writing
2. Maths
3. History
4. Science
5. Geography
6. Handwriting (14mm)

Please name the last exercise book but do not put a subject label on it.

The 14mm dotted thirds book should be labelled, ‘Handwriting’.

Please, individually name all other stationery items. Put one of everything into the pencil case. The spare items should also be named and placed in a named clip lock bag. I will keep these in the classroom and hand them out as needed.

Please name headphones and place in a small named clip lock bag.

Please note that it is very important that students purchase the standard wooden ruler. This is the correct width for ruling margins and also has centimetres and millimetres marked on it for when we are learning about measurement.

If you decide not to purchase your books through Birchalls, please buy the same sized exercise books (without a ruled margin or holes).

I’m looking forward to getting to know the children more in 2014. I am also looking forward to getting to know all the parents and carers.

Kind Regards,

Mrs Kathy Allwright
Grade 3/4 Team
Grade 3 Teacher